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Abstract. In this paper we report on the design and analysis of a multilevel method for the solution of the Ornstein-
Zernike Equations and related systems of integro-algebraic equations. Our approach is based on an extension of the
Atkinson-Brakhage method, with Newton-GMRES used as the coarse mesh solver. We report on several numerical
experiments to illustrate the effectiveness of the method.
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1. Introduction. In this paper we propose a fast multi-level method for the solution of a class
of integral equations called the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equations, which are useful in calculat-
ing probability distributions of matter (atoms) in fluid states [10]. Our approach is faster than a
Newton-Krylov approach, such as the one proposed in [2], because the linear solver is only used
on a coarse mesh problem.

The OZ equations were initially designed to model density fluctuations near the critical point
via the equilibrium theory of liquids [8,15]. Since then the range of validity and usefulness has been
extended to include the entire fluid range of states. This set of nonlinear coupled integral equations
has been derived from the full partition function for atomic systems [20] and while essentially
never solved without some approximations has proved a useful tool for understanding liquids at
the atomic level for over 50 years. While the OZ equation has two unknowns it is usually closed
with another often algebraic relation between the two unknown functions. Two useful approximate
closure relations are the Perkus-Yevick equation [16] and the hyper netted chain equation [21].
These equations then provide essentially two equations and two unknowns and when convenient
may be substituted into the OZ equation to provide a single nonlinear integral equation for the
unknown probability distribution function.

The equations, when the physical parameters are reasonably adjusted, have solutions which
can be achieved by a variety of techniques [10]. Those methods include Picard iteration with or
with out relaxation and basis set (variational) methods. In cases where the physical parameters
make the equations stiff, iterative solutions are particularly tedious.

The objectives of this paper are to describe an multilevel approach for solving the OZ equa-
tions and apply that new approach to two examples. The multilevel method is based on the en-
hanced version of the Atkinson-Brakhage [1, 3] method from [13]. We show that we can compute
the solution to the accuracy of truncation error inO(1) fine mesh function evaluations.

In their simplest isotropic form the OZ equations are a system consisting of an integral equa-
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tion
h(r) = c(r) + �(h � c)(r)(1.1)

where
(h � c)(r) =

Z
c(kr� r

0k)h(kr0k)dr0(1.2)

and the integral is overR3. The unknown functionsh andc are radially symmetric,i. e. functions
of r = krk only. � is the total number density usually expressed in particles per volume such
as atoms per cubic angstrom;h is the radial pair correlation function andc is the so called direct
correlation function and may be taken to be defined by this equation. The total radial correlation
function,h, is an experimental observable from x-ray or neutron diffraction experiments which
provides a connection for this theory to physics.

The convolutionh�c can be computed with only one-dimensional integrals using the spherical-
Bessel transform. Ifh decays sufficiently rapidly we define

ĥ(k) = H(h)(k) = 4�
Z
1

0

sin(kr)

kr
h(r)r2dr

and

h(r) = H�1(ĥ)(r) =
1

2�2

Z
1

0

sin(kr)

kr
ĥ(k)k2dk:

We computeh � c by discretizing the formula

h � c = H�1(ĥĉ);(1.3)

whereĥĉ is the pointwise product of functions.
Next we can view the closure equation as an algebraic constraint. Here we chose the HNC

equation which may be derived as an approximation from the partition function for the system.

exp(��u(r) + h(r)� c(r))� h(r)� 1 = 0; for all 0 � r � 1:(1.4)

The unknowns areh; c 2 C[0;1]. We truncate the interval for computational purposes and con-
siderh; c 2 C[0; L] for L <1.

In (1.4),u is the pair potential between particles. Here we will take the usual Lennard-Jones
potential as typical

u(r) = 4�

 �
�

r

�12
�
�
�

r

�6!
:(1.5)

In (1.5), �, �, and� are parameters. In particular� is the inverse of the product of absolute
temperature and Boltzmanns constant,� is the well depth of the potential, and� determines the
size of the particles.

Equations (1.1)–(1.4) are representative of more general systems of equations [7,18] in which
the� may be unknown and/or the unknowns may be matrix-valued. We apply the algorithm pro-
posed in this paper to such problems inx 3.

The system (1.1)-(1.4) and the more complex systems from [7, 18] can be expressed in the
general form

F(U) = M(U) �K(U) = 0:(1.6)
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In (1.6) the unknown is an vector-valued functionU 2 X = C([0; L]; RP ).
M(U) a substitution operator.K(U) is a completely continuous nonlinear map of the form

K(U)(r) = �
�Z

B(U(kr� r
0k); U(r0)) dr0

�
;(1.7)

In (1.7)� 2 C(RP ; RP ), B 2 C(RP � RP ; RP ) andB is linear in its first argument. This means
that evaluations ofK(U) andK 0(U)W require only convolutions.

We will assume throughout this paper that the standard assumptions [14] for nonlinear equa-
tions hold for (1.6). These are that there is a solutionU� 2 X, thatF is Fréchet differentiable and
Lipschitz continuous in a neighborhood ofU�, and thatF 0(U�) is nonsingular. These assumptions
imply thatM 0(U�) is a nonsingularP � P matrix-valued function ofr.

In the simple example consisting of equations (1.1) and (1.4),P = 2, � is the identity,U =
(h; c)T ,

B(U; U 0) = B

  
h
c

!
;

 
h0

c0

!!
=

 
0
�ch0

!
;

and

M(U)(r) =

 
h(r)� c(r)

exp(��u(r) + h(r)� c(r))� h(r)� 1

!
; and

K(U)(r) = �
 

0
�(c � h)(r)

!
:

(1.8)

2. Algorithms. In this section we focus entirely on the simple system (1.1)-(1.4). The more
general systems can be solved using exactly the same intergrid transfers and discretizations. The
notation is complicated by the need to refer to the mesh size for both the approximate solutions
and the discretized nonlinear equations.

2.1. Discretization. We will approximate(h; c) by piecewise linear functions. The approxi-
mating space is

XÆ = V 2
Æ

whereVÆ is the space of piecewise linear functions with nodes on


Æ = frÆi gNi=1
whereÆ = L=(N � 1) is the mesh width andrÆi = (i � 1)Æ. We will approximate the integral
operators with the trapezoid rule.

Our fine-to-coarse mesh intergrid transfer will be based on the usualL2 projection ontoVÆ.
Foru 2 C[0; L] let

(PÆu)(r) =
Z L

0
pÆ(r; r

0)u(r0) dr0 =
NX

i;j=1

�i(r)lij

Z L

0
u(r0)�j(r

0) dr0

wheref�ig are the nodal PL basis functions and

Æij =
NX
k=1

lik

Z L

0
�k(r

0)�j(r
0) dr0:
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PÆ is an integral operator with kernel

pÆ(r; r
0) =

NX
i;j=1

lij�i(r)�j(r
0):

Foru; v 2 VÆ we compute the discrete convolution indirectly using a discrete spherical-Bessel
transform. We begin by discretizing frequency in a way that allows us to use the fast fourier
transform to evaluate the convolution. Letkj = (j � 1)Æk whereÆk = �Æ=(N � 1). We define, for
2 � j � N � 1

v̂j = H(v)(kj)

= 4�Æ2

(j�1)Æk

XN�1

i=2
(i� 1)vi sin((i� 1)(j � 1)ÆkÆ)

= 4�Æ3(N�1)
j�1

XN�1

i=2
(i� 1)vi sin((i� 1)(j � 1)�=(N � 1)):

(2.1)

Then, for2 � i � N � 1,

H�1(v̂)i =
1

2(i� 1)�Æ3
XN�1

j=2
kv̂j sin((i� 1)(j � 1)�=(N � 1)):

Finally, define for2 � i � N � 1,

(u � v)i = H�1(ûv̂)

whereûv̂ denotes the component-wise product. We set(u � v)N = 0 and define(u � v)1 by linear
interpolation

(u � v)1 = 2(u � v)2 � (u � v)3:
This discretization of the convolution is second order accurate inÆ for u; v 2 C2.

Our discrete convolution operator is the piecewise linear interpolant off(u � v)igNi=1 at the
nodesfrigNi=1.

QÆ(u; v)(r) =
NX
i=1

�i(r)(u � v)i(2.2)

whereui = u(rÆi ), vi = v(rÆi ). The sum in (2.2) can be evaluated with a fast Fourier transform in
O(N logN) floating operations. We approximateK by

KÆ(U) =

 
0

�QÆ(PÆh; PÆc)

!
:

We approximate the solution of (1.1)-(1.4) with the functionU Æ 2 XÆ that satisfies

M(U Æ)(rÆi )�KÆ(U
Æ)(rÆi ) = 0;(2.3)

for 1 � i � N . We will express this equation as

FÆ(U Æ) = MÆ(U
Æ)�KÆ(U

Æ) = 0:
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Note that (2.3) is equivalent to a fully discrete system for the values ofh andc at the nodes

hi � ci � �QÆ(h; c)(r
Æ
i ) = 0

exp(��ui + hi � ci)� hi�1 = 0;

which is the finite-dimensional system that one solves numerically.
The Kantorovich theorem [11] and the uniform Lipschitz continuity ofF 0

Æ imply that if U� is
sufficiently smooth andF 0(U�) is nonsingular, then (2.3) has a solutionU Æ for all Æ sufficiently
small,

� U Æ = U� +O(Æ2), and
� F 0

Æ(U
Æ) is nonsingular.

Moreover, for allU 2 X, K 0

Æ(U) ! K 0(U) in the operator norm onX. Therefore,K 0(U Æ) !
K 0(U�) in the operator norm.

2.2. Nested Iteration. Both of the algorithms in this paper use multiple meshes and require
intergrid transfers. Following standard notation [4], we letIÆtÆs be the intergrid transfer between a
sourceXÆs and targetXÆt. Nested iteration requires only a coarse-to-fine transfer, in whichÆs > Æt
and we do this transfer at the fully discrete level with piecewise linear interpolation. Since

XÆ � XÆ=2

the coarse-to-fine intergrid transfer is simply the identity if the grids are nested. We identifyX
with X0 and use the notationI0Æ for the map that interpolates a vector inXÆ to produce piecewise
linear functionsh andc.

A nested iteration approximately solvesF(U) = 0 on a sequence of meshes, terminating with
a solution at a target, finest mesh.

The nonlinear solve inside the loop ofnest generic is often only a single step of an approxi-
mate Newton iteration. We advocate two such nested iteration algorithms here. They differ only in
how the approximate Newton step on approximate on each mesh is computed. The coarse mesh has
width Æ0 and the mesh is refined by halving the width. The ultimate mesh width isÆ = 2�lmaxÆ0.

Algorithm 1 Generic nested iteration.
nest generic(U;F ; Æ0; lmax)

l  0; Æ  Æ0; U
Æ0
0  U

SolveFÆ(U Æ0) = 0 to high accuracy withU Æ0
0 as the initial iterate.

while l < lmax do
Æ  Æ=2; l l + 1
InterpolateU2Æ to 
Æ to obtainU Æ

0

SolveFÆ(U Æ) = 0 to reasonable accuracy withU Æ
0 as the initial iterate.

end while

For the computations in this paper, we used nested grids with the mesh size reduced by a
factor of two at each level. The design of the algorithms allows for non-nested grids. Second order
accuracy implies that the truncation error should be reduced by a factor of four at each level. To that
end we solve the equation on the coarsest mesh of high precision, driving the nonlinear residual to
a very small value, and then ask that the nonlinear solver reduce the nonlinear residual by a factor
of ten on the subsequent, finer, grids. This took a single nonlinear iteration in the computations
reported inx 3.
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2.3. Nested Newton-GMRES.The Newton-GMRES method is an inexact Newton method
which approximates the solution of the linear equation for the Newton step fromUc,

F 0(Uc)s = �F(Uc);(2.4)

with a GMRES [19] iteration. The termination criterion for the linear iteration is the standard [9,14]
inexact Newton condition:

kF 0(Uc)s+ F(Uc)k � �kF(Uc)k:(2.5)

� is a parameter, which we set to1=10 in all of the computations reported inx 3.
The Newton-GMRES code NITSOL [17] was applied to the OZ equations in [2]. The al-

gorithm performed well, which is not surprising in view of the mesh independence results for
GMRES when applied to integral equations.

Mesh-independence of the GMRES iteration will follow from the convergence ofK 0(U Æ) to
K 0(U�) in the operator norm [5,6]. This means that then the number of GMRES iterations needed
to satisfy (2.5) from an initial iterate ofs = 0 is independent of the levelÆ of discretization.

Algorithm 2 Newton-GMRES
newton-gmres(U;F ; �a; �r; �)

EvaluateF(U); �  �rkF(U)k+ �a.
while kF(U)k > � do

Solve the linear systemF 0(U)s = �F(U)
with GMRES and terminate when (2.5) holds.
U  U + s
EvaluateF(U).

end while

Our implementation of nested Newton-GMRES usesnewton-gmresto solve the coarse mesh
equation to high precision. On the finer meshes we ask that the size of the residual be reduced
by a factor of ten. This nesting is a step beyond the method in [2] and substantially improves
performance, because the most of the matrix-vector products are done on coarse grids.

The theory in [6] implies that the number of GMRES iterations at each level is bounded
independently ofÆ. Since each GMRES iteration requires a function evaluation for the forward
difference approximation to the Jacobian-vector product and only one nonlinear iteration per level
will be needed if the coarse mesh solution is sufficiently accurate, the number of calls to the
function at each level is bounded. LetCF (Æ) denote the the cost of a function evaluation on
Æ.
For the examples considered here,

CF (Æ) = O(log(1=Æ)=Æ):

Assume that no more thanCG GMRES iterations are needed at each level. The the cost of the
solve can be bounded by

(CG + 1)
lmaxX
l=0

CF (2
l=Æ0 log(2

l=Æ0) � 2(CG + 1)CF (Ælmax):(2.6)

Hence, if the coarse mesh solution is sufficiently accurate, a solution accurate to truncation error
can be obtained at a cost proportional to that of a fine-mesh function evaluation. The proportional-
ity constant is related to the number of GMRES iterations needed for each nonlinear iteration.
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2.4. Multilevel Iteration. In this section we describe an approximate Newton method that
uses an extension of the method in [13] to approximate the Newton step. The idea is to use a
coarse mesh approximate inverse ofF 0(U) and base the computation of the approximate Newton
step on that approximate inverse.

The approach in [13], which we follow in this section, is a degenerate kernel approach for
solving second kind Fredholm integral equations of the form

(I �K)u(r) = u(r)�
Z L

0
k(r; r0)u(r0) dr0 = f(r):(2.7)

The approach is to build an approximate inverse To solve the discretization of (2.7) on
Æ, we
approximateK byK�, where

(K�u)(r) =
Z L

0
k�(r; r

0)u(r0) dr0 � (Ku)(r) =
Z L

0
k(r; r0)u(r0) dr0;

where
k�(r; r

0) =
X
i;j

k(r�i ; r
�
j )�i(r)�j(r

0):

and�j is the piecewise linear “hat function” centered atr�j . The operatorsI �K� converge in the
operator norm toI � K and, therefore,(I � K�)

�1 is an approximate inverse ofI � K and can
be used as a preconditioner for a Richardson iteration to solve the discrete problem on
Æ for any
Æ < �.

The preconditioned Richardson iteration for the discretization of (2.7) is

u+ = uc � (I �K�)
�1(f � (I �K)uc):

The implementation requires one fine-mesh operator-function product to compute the residualw =
f � (I �K)uc. After the computation ofr, one solves

s�K�s = w:(2.8)

Let P� be theL2 projection onto the piecewise linear functions with nodes on
�. To solve
(2.8) we first finds� = P�s. as follows. Sinces� is uniquely determined by its values at the
coarse mesh odes, we can solve a finite dimensional system for

sFDi = s�(r�i ); for i = 1; : : : ; N�;

whereN� is the number of points in the coarse mesh. The fully discrete coarse-mesh equations
for sFD are

sFDi �X
j

k(r�i ; r
�
j )s

FD
j = (P�w)(r�i ); for i = 1; : : : ; N�;

which one can solve with GMRES, for example. Since

K�s = K�P
�s;

one can recovers at the fine mesh points with the Nystr¨om interpolation

s(r) = w(r) + (K�P
�s)(r):
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Algorithm 3 Nested Richardson Iteration foru�Ku = f

nest richardson(u;K;�; lmax)

l  0; Æ  �
Solveu� �K�u

� = f to high accuracy.
while l < lmax do
Æ  Æ=2; l l + 1
InterpolateU2Æ to 
Æ to obtainU Æ

0 .
w f � (I �KÆ)u

Æ
0.

s (I �K�)
�1w.

uÆ  uÆ0 � s
end while

The nested iteration form of this algorithm is
We apply this algorithm to the OZ equations by using it to solve the equation for the Newton

step
(M 0(U)�K 0(U))s = F 0(U)s = �F(U)

rewritten as
I �M 0(U)�1K 0(U)s = M 0(U)�1F 0(U)s = �M 0(U)�1F(U):(2.9)

We implement the multilevel solver as an approximate inverse forF 0, rather than one for
I � M 0�1K 0. We define the fine-to-coarse intergrid transferI�Æ = J� and the coarse-to-fine
transferIÆ� as piecewise linear interpolation. Given a current iterateU Æ

c 2 XÆ, and coarse mesh
solutionU�, we obtain

J�1� = (I � IÆ�I
�
Æ )M 0

Æ(I
Æ
�U

�)�1

+IÆ�F 0

�(U
�)�1M 0

�(U
�)�1I�Æ M

0

Æ(I
Æ
�U

�)�1
(2.10)

To take an approximate Newton step

U+ = Uc � J�1� FÆ(Uc)

onXÆ, we apply the approximate inverse toFÆ(Uc). This requires only coarse mesh solves and
multiplications byM 0�1. The latter is trivial, sinceM 0 is a2� 2 matrix-value function ofr.

In fact, if we set
N(h; c)(r) = exp(��u(r) + h(r)� c(r));(2.11)

then for eachr 2 [0; L],

M 0(U) =

 
@M1=@h @M1=@c
@M2=@h @M2=@c

!
=

 
1 �1

N � 1 �N
!
:(2.12)

Therefore the discrete operatorM 0 is a block diagonal matrix with2� 2 blocks.
For� sufficiently small, a single nonlinear iteration will suffice for eachÆ and one can refine

the mesh after each Newton iteration [13].
The multilevel algorithm is
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Algorithm 4 Nested Multilevel Algorithm
nest generic(U;F ;�; lmax)

l  0; Æ  �. U Æ0
0  U

SolveFÆ(U�) = 0 to high accuracy
with U�

0 as the initial iterate.
while l < lmax do
Æ  Æ=2; l! l + 1
U Æ
0  IÆ2ÆU

2Æ.
U Æ  U Æ � J�1� FÆ(U Æ

0 )
end while

The cost of the computation differs from that of the nested Newton-GMRES algorithm only in
that there are no fine-mesh GMRES iterations. Hence, neglecting all coarse mesh work, the bound
on the cost of a solve to truncation error is

2CF (Ælmax):

3. Numerical Results. In this section we consider three examples and compare the perfor-
mance of the nested Newton-GMRES method with the multilevel method proposed inx 2

The computations were done in MATLAB 5.3, using the Newton-GMRES code from [12] for
the nested Newton-GMRES results and the coarse mesh computations for the multilevel results.

A nested iteration, if working properly, will decrease the error at each level in a way consistent
with theory. To illustrate this, we tabulate the scaledl2 norm of initial nonlinear residual at each
mesh. In the language of Algorithmnest generic, we tabulate

RÆ = kFÆ(U Æ
0 )k; whereU Æ

0 = IÆ2ÆU
2Æ,

at each level. The scaledl2 norm of a vector inw 2 RN is

kwk =
 

1p
N

XN

j=1
w2
i

!1=2
:

Because both the discretization and the coarse-to-fine intergrid transfer are second order accurate,
one would expect these residual norms to decrease by factors of four asÆ ! Æ=2. We also tabulate
the number of GMRES iterationsiG for each nonlinear iteration. This refers to fine-mesh iterations
(i. e.on
Æ) for Newton-GMRES and coarse mesh (i. e. on
�) for the multilevel method.

In each example the multilevel iteration is significantly less costly than the nested Newton-
GMRES. The multilevel iteration requires only one fine mesh function evaluation for each itera-
tion, while the Newton-GMRES requires at least 5 for the two examples.

3.1. Scalar Equations. In this section we report on computational experiments with the sim-
ple system (1.1)-(1.4). The parameters in the equation, similar to those used in [8] are

� = :1; � = 2; � = :2; � = 10; andL = 9:(3.1)
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The Newton-GMRES iteration performed somewhat better with a different formulation of the
equations. We solve the equivalent system

h(r) + 1� exp(��u(r) + h(r)� c(r)) = 0

c(r) + 1� exp(��u(r) + h(r)� c(r)) + �(c � h)(r) = 0:
(3.2)

So, lettingN be defined by (2.11),

M(U)(r) =

 
h(r) + 1�N(h; c)(r)
c(r) + 1�N(h; c)(r)

!
; and

K(U)(r) = �
 

0
�(c � h)(r)

!
:

(3.3)

Since the Fr´echet derivative ofM is simply a multiplication operator, we can compute it for
eachr 2 [0; L], i. e.

M 0(U)V (r) = M 0(U)(r)V (r)

for all U; V 2 X. Here

M 0(U)(r) =

 
1�N(h; c)(r) N(h; c)(r)
�N(h; c)(r) 1 +N(h; c)(r):

!
:

The reformulation has the additional advantage thatdet(M 0(U))(r) = 1 for all r 2 [0; L]. There-
fore, it is easy to analytically useM 0(U)�1 in the multilevel iteration (2.10).

M 0(U)�1(r) =

 
1 +N(h; c)(r) �N(h; c)(r)
N(h; c)(r) 1�N(h; c)(r)

!
:

In Table 3.1 we show the results for both the Newton-GMRES and multilevel solvers.

TABLE 3.1
Iteration statistics: example 1

Newton-GMRES Multilevel
N RÆ iG RÆ iG
33 5.96e–01 183 5.96e–01 183
65 2.74e–01 16 2.74e–01 27
129 9.79e–02 21 6.95e–02 23
257 2.49e–02 6 1.64e–02 26
513 5.62e–03 9 3.74e–03 25
1025 1.24e–03 16 8.58e–04 24
2049 3.05e–04 17 1.98e–04 26
4097 6.62e–05 17 4.93e–05 27
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3.2. Two Integral Equations and One Constraint. In this example� is also unknown. The
system is

h(r) = exp (��u(r) + h(r)� c(r))� 1

h(r) = c(r) + (c � (h�))(r)

�(r) = A1 exp
�
��u(1)(r) + (c � �)(r)

�
;

(3.4)

where
u(1)(r) = A2 cos(dr);

andu is defined by (1.5).
So, in the language ofx 1,P = 3.
As in x 3.1, we rearrange the equations and solve the system as

h(r) = exp (��u(r) + h(r)� c(r))� 1

c(r) = exp (��u(r) + h(r)� c(r))� 1� (c � (h�))(r)

�(r) = A1 exp
�
��u(1)(r) + (c � �)(r)

�
(3.5)

Hence, forU = (h; c; �), andN(h; c) defined by (2.11)

M(U)(r) =

0
BBBBBB@

h(r) + 1�N(h; c)(r)

c(r) + 1�N(h; c)(r)

�(r)

1
CCCCCCA
;

and

K(U) = �

0
BBBB@

0
(c � (�h))(r)

A1 exp
�
��u(1)(r) + (� � c)(r)

�

1
CCCCA

As in x3.1M 0 andM 0 inverse are easy to compute.

M 0(U) =

0
B@

1�N(h; c)(r) N(h; c)(r) 0
�N(h; c)(r) 1 +N(h; c)(r) 0

0 0 1

1
CA ;

which has determinant1 for all r. Hence

M 0(U)�1 =

0
B@

1 +N(h; c)(r) �N(h; c)(r) 0
N(h; c)(r) 1�N(h; c)(r) 0

0 0 1

1
CA ;

and the multiplications needed in (2.10) can be done very rapidly.
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In the computations, we use the parameters

� = 10; � = :1; � = 2; A1 = :1; A2 = :05; d = :2; andL = 100:

This is a more difficult problem than the one inx 3.1, both becauseL = 100, which will require
more mesh points, and because� is also an unknown. A coarse mesh of65 points was needed for
Newton-GMRES and one of257 for the multilevel method. While these imply larger values ofÆ
than the ones needed inx 3.1, the number of unknowns is much larger. In Table 3.2 we compare
the two methods. The first three rows are the same because the multilevel method is only applied
whenN � 513.

TABLE 3.2
Iteration statistics: example 2

Newton-GMRES Multilevel
N RÆ iG RÆ iG
65 1.59e–01 83 1.59e–01 83
129 2.53e–01 53 2.53e–01 53
257 1.11e–01 24 1.11e–01 24
513 6.36e–02 40 6.36e–02 56
1025 2.50e–02 27 1.63e–02 55
2049 6.92e–03 10 5.61e–03 55
4097 1.70e–03 19 1.30e–03 61
8193 3.67e–04 19 3.81e–04 53
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